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The world we live in is
globalizing, shrinking, aging, 
demanding, polluting, urbanizing, 
interacting, sharing, connecting, 
liking, selling, disrupting, consuming, 
technologizing and polarizing 
more than ever before.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world today is a crazy place. There’s huge demands on us, as people, with increasing stress and workloads. And the planet is at a crisis point.



It’s never been more important 
to know who you are and 
what you do.
But more meaningfully 
why you do it.
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…it’s never been more important to understand who you are, what you do, and why you do it.



One day in 1994 a man woke up — really woke 
up. Industry was destroying the planet. He had 
to change it. 
Our founder, Ray Anderson, already a pioneer in 
the category of modular floor coverings, decided 
to pioneer sustainable manufacturing.
We’re living proof it can be done. That the ship 
can turn 180 degrees mid-sail.
This was Day One of change.

Here’s our ‘why’
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Our founder, Ray Anderson, decided in 1994 to pioneer sustainable manufacturing. This was the beginning of our change as a business and our ‘why’. I’d like to show you – or remind you - today what Interface is all about. 
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Why Interface?
We are pioneers in
sustainable manufacturing.
We created the category 
of modular flooring.
We think with design at our core.
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Design thinking is at our core



Why Interface?
We are pioneers in
sustainable manufacturing.
We created the category 
of modular flooring.
We think with design at our core. 
We embrace positive change.
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We embrace positive change



Made around the world. 
Made to fit your project. 
Made to make your life easy.

1 LaGrange + West Point, GA, USA  |  2 Craigavon, Northern Ireland |  3 Scherpenzeel, Netherlands  |  4 Taicang, China  |  5 Chonburi, Thailand  |  6 Sydney, Australia
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Made For You | Global / Local

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our global capability means you can get the same Interface product nearly anywhere in the world.Interface offers six manufacturing facilities across the globe where Interface carpet tiles are tufted, backed and distributed. We are the only truly global manufacturer of carpet tile, with similar manufacturing capabilities globally that use the same product constructions – you can get 80% of our portfolio manufactured the same way anywhere in the world. And we have people on the ground in six continents, with over 40 showrooms around the world, and manufacturing sites in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, China and Thailand. For international customers we have local teams fluent in more than 40 languages. Giving you local specialty with global capability. 



We are proof that manufacturing 
can change mid-flow to positively benefit 
the planet. We don’t leave it to others. 
To governments. We take full responsibility.
It’s just the tip of the iceberg, here’s how…

Planet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are proof that manufacturing can benefit the world we live in. Interface doesn’t wait for others, we take the initiative. And here’s how we will help make a positive impact on the planet…



In 1994 we set a mission to eliminate 
any negative impact Interface may 
have on the environment by 2020.
We call it Mission Zero®.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interface has always been about change. In 1994, our founder Ray Anderson had a realization that business needed to change from ‘take-make-waste’ to a circular model. That meant turning a petroleum-intensive carpet manufacturer into the world’s first environmentally sustainable, and ultimately restorative, company. We called this our Mission Zero.



Reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions by 86%

We’re On A Mission | Mission Zero®

%95
Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Reduction

%86
Water Use Reduction

%87
Total Renewable 

Energy Used

%60
Carbon Footprint 

Reduction

%91
Waste-to-Landfill 

Reduction

%58
Of total Raw Materials 
used are biobased and 

made of recycled 
materials.

All Interface ecometric statistics are current as of November 2017 and represent global consumption data.
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Presentation Notes
To achieve Mission Zero, we have radically redesigned our company, our products and the way we do business. Since 1994 we've achieved great things, but we're working hard to keep improving.We've replaced latex in our precoat with recycled PVB in our European operation. Our Net-Works® program harvests discarded fishing nets, that are then recycled into new yarn. And our factories have made amazing progress by using green energy and running more efficiently.To date, we have achieved:Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 86%Reducing water use by 98.5%Biobased and recycled materials now make up 58% of total raw material used Using 87% renewable energyCarbon footprint down by 35% Total waste-to-landfill down 91% 



As we approach 2020, we don’t 
rest on our laurels. We’re looking 
ahead to our next goal. 
We call it Climate Take Back™.
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Climate Take Back is our newest mission for turning negative impacts on the environment into positive solutions. The goal is to go beyond what we thought possible to foster a more equitable and inclusive world for all —and ultimately create a climate fit for life.



Bold Moves | Climate Take Back

If humanity has changed 
the climate by mistake, 
can we change it with intent? 

That’s where Climate Take Back™

comes in, it adopts a fresh 
perspective – one that views 
the current crisis not as a 
problem but as an opportunity

Presenter
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Climate Take Back has four objectives: Live Zero – have zero impact Love Carbon – change attitudes towards carbon Let Nature Cool – create factories that are a positive part of the ecosystem Lead the Industry Re-Revolution – change the way businesses operate through collaboration across supply chains and industries 



Working With Communities | Net-Works

Net-Works® enables local 
residents in artisanal fishing 
communities in the Philippines 
and Cameroon to collect, process 
and sell discarded fishing nets 
back into a global supply chain. 

This benefits local communities 
and opens up new sources of 
recycled nylon for us to use in 
our manufacturing.

WHY INTERFACE?

36 Communities 
benefitted – with 99 
tons of waste nets 
removed & recycled.

99
tons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Net-Works project proves collaborative innovation can create positive, sustainable change.  Net-Works - the result of our partnership with Zoological Society London (ZSL) - is an inclusive business initiative designed to tackle the environmental problem of discarded fishing nets in some of the world’s poorest coastal communities. The project sees local residents turn ‘waste’ into a future raw material by selling the scavenged nets back into global production, which in turn establishes a community-based supply chain and provides long-term incentives to protect their natural environment. Net-Works has achieved a number of significant socio-economic benefits including:Established in 35 communities in the Philippines and Cameroon Collected 142 tonnes of waste nets for recycling 99 tonnes recycled – does this have a metaphor that would context to how much it is?Given 1,500 families access to finance through community banks Created a healthier environment for 62,000 people



Hot Topic | Cool Carpet

We’re not perfect. Our
processes still emit carbon. 

Our Cool Carpet™ program 
offsets the greenhouse gas 
emissions for the entire product 
life cycle.

We’re the only manufacturer to 
do this across the majority of our 
global portfolio.

More smart thinking, to help our 
world.

WHY INTERFACE?

We’ve retired 4 million 
metric tons of C02 - that’s 
enough to fill 1,600 Olympic 
swimming pools with water. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cool Carpet neutralizes the impact of greenhouse gas emissions associated with the full life cycle of our carpet for the majority of the global Interface carpet portfolio. We're also constantly searching for ways to reduce our own GHG emissions, and we encourage our vendors and partners to do the same. SGS, a third-party verifier, validates the methodology we use to calculate our GHG emissions and verifies that they are offset with verified emission education credits. The Cool Carpet program is reviewed annually to make sure we're bringing you the most innovative, environmentally friendly carpet offered today.



Design Thinking | ReEntry® + Recycling

Our processes use less virgin 
raw materials and keep discarded 
materials out of landfills.

We do this by Reuse, Recycle or 
Recover energy in a waste to 
energy facility. 

In fact, our competitors 2030 
recycling goals are Interface’s 
current sustainability status. 

WHY INTERFACE?

In 2016 we prevented
5,285 tons of carpet 
going to landfill around 
the globe.

5,285
tons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through the ReEntry program, backing materials either gain new life as part of our recycled carpet backing system, are repurposed by partnering manufacturers, or are sent to waste-to-energy facilities. <<ADJUST FOR EMEA VERSION – OTHERS WILL BE IN ABOVE TONS>>With Mission Zero in mind, we decided to re-design our processes to use less virgin raw materials and keep discarded materials out of landfills. The idea was to provide a way to reduce not just ours, but also our customers’ environmental footprint. When we bring old modular products back into our ReEntry process, our technology cleanly separates carpet tiles into face cloth and backing. We send face materials to other companies for recycling, but our proprietary technology can turn the old backing into new backing. We convert the separated backing into pellets, which we feed to our Cool Blue™ system to create GlasBac®RE backing (98% recycled content).5,285 TONS - In 2016 we recovered 4,795 tonnes of carpet (more than 1,065,555 million m2, c. 222 m2 per tonne) 3,440 tonnes was reprocessed internally 438 tonnes was reused through our partners 49 tonnes was sent for external recycling 868 tonnes was sent to a waste-to-energy facility  METRIC COUNTS



2017 GLOBESCAN-SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY

Ranking Based on Total 
Mentions, Unprompted

In Good Company | Interface Maintains Top 3 Leadership Position

Survey Participants 
Were Asked:
“What specific companies 
do you think are leaders in 
integrating sustainability into 
their business strategy?”

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This global survey  is done every year globally with about 1000 sustainability experts, people who do this for a living(University professors, NGO leaders, sustainability consultants and those in business working on sustainability).  It asks “which companies have integrated sustainability into their business” and is unprompted.NO COMPETITORS HAVE EVER BEEN ON THIS LIST and this puts us in league with other world leading companies. WE HAVE BEEN IN THE TOP 3 FOR THE LAST 17 YRS



• Mission Zero: In 1994 we began our revolutionary strides in 
significantly reducing our impact on the planet.

• Climate Take Back: Our brave new crusade. 
Carbon’s not a crisis. It’s an opportunity.

• Net-Works: Recycling fishing nets, making tiles, 
helping communities.

• ReEntry/Recycling: Our recycling program has saved 
5,285 tons of carpet going to landfill in 2016 around the globe.

• Cool Carpet: A global program which offsets its 
manufacturing carbon emissions.

Planet: Why Interface?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our sustainability mission, Climate Take Back, challenges us, and others, to contribute to a space that nurtures us all: our planet. Together, we are taking steps to create a climate fit for life, and an environment that supports us all—and view this as an opportunity to create positive impact. We know it’s possible.



Thanks for watching.

LOUISE WALKER

WWW.INTERFACE.COM
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